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Introduction
• Petroleum operations:
– Inherently risky
– Capital intensive – and now, money sits tighter
– Long lead time between first investments and
profits
– Price volatility
• International trend: More regulation in laws and
regulations, less in agreements
• How can a host country create and maintain an
attractive investment climate?
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Host country, oil companies & lenders
Host Country

Oil companies

Lenders

Financial capacity
Technical competence
Experience
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Typical main interests and main risks
Oil companies

Host country
Maximize national revenues
(economic rent, value creation)

Reasonable return on
investments

Attract the most competent
companies

Stability of terms

Other policy goals

Security of investments

Lenders
Plan A: Repayment of loans

Plan B: Arrangements in case
of default ( security and
possibility for realisation of
security)

Main risks (.. there are many others..)
Commercial risks

Political risk
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Managing and mitigating risks: Predictability and stability
• Predictability and stability key to manage and
mitigate risk – host countries can contribute by
– A clear, stable legal framework
• Modern international petroleum law
• Principles of good governance
– Efficient resource management
• Principles of good governance
• Predictability in implementation,
enforcement
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Selected examples: Awarded rights
• Investors typically desire to ensure that the rights they have been awarded are secure for
the relevant time periods and that they can farm in and out if desired
• Investors will therefore wish to see
– Rules that establish that awarded rights are exclusive within a certain area for a
certain time period and on clear conditions
– Protection from expropriation and right to fair compensation if it does happen

– “Fair” termination rules
– A right to assign, directly or indirectly, participating interest in part or in whole
• Investors will also desire to see rules that ensure stabilization of terms, e.g. stabilization
clauses in contract or by law – however this raises sovereignty and enforcement issues
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Selected examples: Rights to petroleum produced
• Investors need to know that there will be revenues from the investments
• Investors will therefore wish to see rules that secures the rights to freely
take and dispose of petroleum produced
• Including the freedom to export petroleum/petroleum products
• Any infringements to this rights should be clearly defined, e.g.
– Any domestic supply obligations (when, on which terms, prices)
– Any joint marketing obligations (in as far as possible under comeptition law)
should be clearly set out
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Selected examples: Fiscal terms/government take
• Investors have a need to be able to foresee the level of revenues and how costs
will be repaid in case of developments

• Investors will therefore desire clear and stable fiscal/government take terms,
e.g. where relevant
– Tax: Types of tax, the respective tax rates, rules for tax calculation, terms for
deduction of costs, terms for depreciation

– Any production sharing mechanism and cost recovery rules (what is subject to
recovery (e.g. interests and financial costs?), any annual ceiling, carry forward etc )
– Royalty, bonuses, other fees: Rates, payment terms
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Other selected examples
• Many other elements have an impact on the investment climate, e.g.
– Procurement: Are there local content rules? How onerous? Efficient?
– Foreign exchange regime: Can currency be freely imported/exported?
– Accounts: To be kept in local currency or in a functional currency?

– Dispute resolution: International arbitration vs local courts
– State participation: On which terms? Carry?
– Etc.
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Security of investment/stability of terms: Good governance
• What is “good governance”? Some key principles
–
–
–
–

Clarity in roles and responsibilities and enablement to carry out
Transparency
Accountability
Rule of law, principles of administrative law, fair and consistent

• Principles of good governance should be embedded in the legal framework,
mirrored in the state organization of the petroleum sector and implemented
• Important: Alignment of information in public sector and coordination
amongst competent authorities
• Good governance not an end in itself, it can contribute to
– Efficient petroleum operations
– Attracting competent companies and easing financing
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Summary and observations
• Host countries, oil companies and lenders are interdependent
• Host countries can create an attractive investment climate by establishing a
stable and predictable business environment for petroleum operations
– Create a clear legal framework adequate for context at the relevant time
– Ensuring that there is capacity and competence to implement, supervise and enforce
the legal framework as per the law and in line with principles of good governance

• Predictability does not mean that everything should remain static
– The industry is dynamic – to maintain an attractive investment climate over time,
host country must follow developments in the industry (global and domestic)
– Dialogue and cooperation with industry is key
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